CypherEye Trust Framework
Enabling Human Factor Authentication
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You are the password

Humans can precisely identify others
based on many factors like appearance,
the sound of their voice, their actions
and context.

The problems of managing user identity are vast and
have been largely ignored. The cost of Identity Fraud in
2020 was over $700 billion in the US alone*.

Systems like smartphones, vehicles and
other devices with sensor inputs and
advanced
Artiﬁcial
Intelligence
technologies can identify people with
even more precision. By analyzing
human
phenotypes
like
body
movements, gait, voice quality, device
touch and swiping, breathing patterns,
micro vibrations and many other factors,
the user identity can be established
exactly in real-time.
Since real-time identity can be
calculated into a digital form, this data
can be used to create a unique user
password. This password is calculated
dynamically and is based on the
person’s
unique
phenotypic
characteristics.
Using this method of user recognition,
you are the password. This form of
password cannot be stolen, forgotten,
or lost and is extremely resistant to
hacking or malware invasions.
This new technology from CypherEye
Inc. is a quantum leap forward,
potentially eliminating security risks of
illegal access to personal assets and
identity fraud.

The industry trend in Identity is for self-sovereign
decentralized identity management, where you own and
manage your digital identity.
With the CypherEye Trust Framework, your identity is
established and managed on your own personal devices.
Your smartphone establishes your identity with
advanced Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine Learning
technologies proprietary to CypherEye.
Your unique identity data is computed on your own
devices, and this data never leaves your possession.

Real time Identity Veriﬁcation
The CypherEye Trust Framework utilizes a broad stack
of advanced technologies to uniquely identify users
based on aspects of their personal, behavioral,
environmental and transactional characteristics. It takes
advantage of emerging technologies including:
●
●
●
●
●

5G always connected networking
Powerful Smartphone computer performances
Advanced Cryptography and Blockchain
CypherEye Proprietary AI and ML advancements
Multiple Behavioral and Phenotypical Factor
Analytics

With the power of smartphones enabled with CypherEye
technology, your own phone can know you exactly and
work as a digital proxy, guaranteeing your identity.
You and only you, can act as you.

*Source: IACT’s report, U.S. Identity Theft: The Stark Reality, developed by Aite Group
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Human Factor Authentication
The core IP of CypherEye Trust framework is a set of AI algorithms that continuously monitor hundreds
of signals from a variety of sources and convert them into the users’ unique Digital DNA.

The CypherEye Trust Framework is a core component of the CypherEye Human Factor Authentication
(HFA) platform. The other components of the HFA platform that work in conjunction with the Trust
Framework are the ‘ID Establishment Module’ that ties the digital ID of a person to their real-world ID
(depicted on the left) and the ‘User Privacy Module’ that give users fine-grained control over whom and
when they share information, and remain anonymous in transaction so no data if left behind.

CypherEye Trust Framework Technology
Smartphones and personal devices have extensive embedded compute and sensory capabilities. This
power and performance advances yearly and only now can provide the identity capabilities.

Powerful Hardware Platforms: Systems today
have the performance requirements to perform
advanced computing, artificial intelligence, and
machine learning.

Large Sensor Array: Smartphones have a large
number of sensors (30+) and data input
technologies including cameras, microphones,
and touch sensors.
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The CypherEye Trust Framework is a core component of the CypherEye app and is also available as a
cross-platform SDK. This SDK can be embedded in a variety of platforms including Android, iOS,
Windows, and Linux systems.
CypherEye ID Trust analytics performs multiple types of analytics and converges on a final trust score
using a staged pipeline of analytics, each with unique technologies and algorithms that can run passively
in the background ensuring constant identification and a seamless user experience.

CypherEye ID Trust, combined with the power of smartphone computing and the array of sensors which
can identify users by sight, sound, micro vibrations, breathing patterns and other behavioral analytics.

CypherEye Trust Platform
ID Trust is the identity layer of the CypherEye platform. The ID Trust is an independent product which
also integrates directly with the entire CypherEye platform, allowing customers to mix and match
technologies to build advanced solutions or enhance existing products. CypherEye ID Trust can enable a
wide variety of solutions. Some real-world examples include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Smart Vehicles have similar capabilities as smart phones and can be able to identify appropriate
drivers or ID Trust enabled personal devices.
Digital Signatures for document signing services can securely sign documents, guaranteeing the
signatures are performed by the appropriate person.
IoT hardware systems have behaviors which can be used to exactly identify the device. This
removes the risk of spoofing, tampering or Man-in-the-Middle security attacks.
Smart Alarms and Smart Locks have clear benefits when layered with advanced keyless identity.
Crypto wallets and Crypto Exchanges are now the prime targets for hackers. CypherEye Trust SDK
protects these services and apps against identity fraud on this new attack surface.
Internet Cloud services are especially vulnerable to Identity Fraud. CypherEye trust framework
provides the identity assurance required to defend against fraud and data-breach threats.
When used to protect smartphone and computer apps, the system runs in the background
continuously validating user identity and ensuring that it cannot be mimicked.
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The CypherEye platform consolidates the core cybersecurity services (strong authentication, secure
communication, robust signatures, and contactless payments) critical for most interactions between an
enterprise and its virtual users. Disrupting the current industry model built on expensive silo systems and
fragmented user experiences, it enables rapid deployment and widespread adoption of new solutions.

Contact
If you are looking to ensure that your sensitive information is only accessed by trusted individuals, please
reach out to Cyphereye at products@cyphereye.com.
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